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ABSTRACT
The development of rapid word processing skills was

investigated uSing a visual search task. Visual displays of varying
orthographic structure (words, pseudowords, nonwords) were presented
to college students and to kindergarten, second-grade, and
fourth-grade children. Response latencies were measured as subjects
indicated whether a previously presented single letter appeared in
the display. A shift in'processing strategy occurred between
kindergarten and second grade. Kindergarten children responded
identically to words, pseudowords, and nonwords. They apparently used
a letter-by-letter encoding strategy terminating the search as soon
as a match occurred. For older groups, words and pseudowords were
encoded faster than nonwords. However, once encoded, an exhaustive
strategy was used with all three display types. The means by which
words could bq Processed rapidly appeared to be acquired before the
end of the seCond grade, although rate of processing continued to
improve. (Author/AA)
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a corinlex cognitive process which invol -s many different

subskills. The abilit to recognize words rapici_ accurately and with -,

llttle attonteonal demands as possible is certainll one o the most impor-

tant of tiese subskills. Previous research with skilled readers has.shown

that they have the ability to use the red ndant ortnographic information in

the English_ lanuaie to facilitate tho recopiit ion of word and pronounceable

pseudoword displays. Knowledge about the development of this skill has im-

plic tions for both theorio, of reading and fe: methods of readi

We de

skills

events that occ is in a -.1:q l search task. Within one exporiment,-1 trial

a verbal warning is Followed SOOmsec later by the visual pres,-tation of

'target letter for 150msec. This- isi followed by a 500msec exposure of a pat-

to inves to the de

visual search paradigm.

Aord, rec

shows the sequen 4.

tern visual mask. The pattern mask is then followed by a visual display of

a string of letters which remains on until the subject responds. llie subjrctts

task is to respond eitl " or ' depending upon whether or not t

itial target letter can be fourcd in the visual string ofletters. The primary

dependent measure is the amount of tim that the subject takes to make hic

response.

chose this particular paradigm the following three reasons.

First by using additive factors logic it is possible to localize the I cili

tive effects of orthographic

infomatioa processing.

which occur in our model of vi

thcrc are

larity into perceptual or decision stage- of

sequence ofiumh II p-

-1 search performance. Within this

pcncicnt and successive stages of information processing.

in stage I the ViSual play is encoded by being matched with long tenn



memory repres-ntations of the letters. The target letter is then coinnared

wiLa lett the visual display u-til a match is found or until all

comparisons have been macfr without finding a match. The subject then makes

his decision and responds either ' or nou. A second reason for using

the visual search task is that previous resea -h with adult subjects using

the visual search paradigm has found reliable differences in response times

for word and nonword displays. This difference shou d increase in children

as they learn to read. The third reason for using the visual search task is

that it can easily he adapted use with very voune children wi tli little or

skills. Thus, we have a simple task which can be used for both

college students and kindergaiten children , ike.

In our expo iment we had one between subjects able; grade level. We

used kindergarten, second, and fourth gr de children as well as college stu-

dents. Each group had 20 subjects, and they all participated in an identical

search task. The displays search d were of three types: either cor on words,

orthographically regula- and pronounceable anagra s of thes- ,;ords (pseudo-

words) and unpronounceable. anagrams of these words ow The visual

displays were -either three, four, or five letters in length. In addition,

there were two types oi response, the subject could r __pond either

Again the primaiy dependent measu

j- _ to make either a positi

Tabl, III shoi

or no.

th- amount of time it took the sub-

negative decision.

,onse times for each type of visual display se-

rately for each ade level. For kindergarten subjects there were no sig-

nificant differences hetwecn any of the three d splay types. For 1-Var h

graders response times *.o mrd a pseudoword di splays were equal

r_ ponded to faster than nonw-rd displays.

adu2ts was ide tical to that of the second and fourth crade

timedata f

4

were



the difference in response times for pseudownrd and nonword di plays did

not quite reach 4* gnificance. Thu_5, by the n iddle of the s---ond grade

children have developed the: oh iii ty to use redundant orthograpl _ in for-

nvit ion to f ilitato the processing of word and pseudoword displays. In

addition, we can localize this _

t al encoding sta

time plot -_-(1 as a

and nonwor(._ displa-

lenco in processing time into the ini-

since the slopes of thL best-fitting lines of response

n of display size are equal for word pseudoword,

It would th Se once the visual dis-

play ha- ---n encoded, th4t the _vmaining stages of proco sing are identical

for the three different display types

Since there were no significant interactions involving displiv _type

and display size, Fip,ure IV shows mean response times aver-aced across words,

pseudowords and nontvords for both positive- a d negative decisions plotted

as a function of display size. The data arc shown separately for each grad

i he seen, resp nse time d--reased dth age and increase' in

a linear fashion as dis,lay size inc eased. In addition, positive decisions

were Laster than negative decisions. lhere .ias also a significant inte

acti n involving grade level, response type, and display size. Th _ inter-

ion can be explained by the fact that there was a highly significant re-

sponse type by display size interaction for the kindergarten subj . This

ion was marginally significant fcr the fourth graders and did not

approach Significance for either the second grade , or the college subjects.

min tion of th- kinde garten subjects data indicates that the slope of

t-fittin- line for negative decisions was exactly twice the slope of

f tting line Cor positive decisions. For the older subjects how-

ever, the slopes of the best-fitting lines for posi ive and negative decisions

oxi:niitely equal. We interpret thc,_ results as indicating differ-



ences in the way that compared between tile _inder s- b-

jacts and the _lder subjects. The pattern of results for the kindergarten

subjects is consistent with a self-terminating search strategy. It would

appear that kindergarten subjects ccmvard t e target lettor with e oh

letter in the visual display and responded as soon as a match was found

with the target letter. A self-terminating st-atgy is consistent with the

slope of the function for negative responses being exactly twice the slope

of the function for positive responses. On the other hand,'for the older

_ the fact that response times increased at tie same rate for bc

positive and negative dec sions as display size increased indicates t

the search might he exhaustive in nature. In other words, it would appear

that the older subjects compared the target letter with each letter in '6._

visual display prior to making a, response. Whether this search was conducted

in a serial or a parallel fashion canne: be determined from our data. Thus,

for kindergarten subjects our data are consi -ent witn an information pro-

cessing model which involves a lettLr-by-letter encoding process and a letter-

-by-letter comparison process which tenninates when a match is fo d -The

data from the older subjects is consistent with a model for visual encoding

.that w rks with perceptual units which are larger than individual lotto--

Thus, our data support re-o -ition models that operate on letter cluster or

yllable units which are corrurn to both word and psoudoword displays.

In conclusion our results can be interpreted showing developmental

changes in both the ability to use the redundant orthographic information

found in the English language and in the types of visual search strategies

used. It would appear that as reading ability increase- that subjects are

able to use higher order orthographic information to facilitate the percep-

tion of regular letter strings. Roc itly, within UUY laboratory :qiu-k.
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McCaughey ha extended the above work to include first grade children. lhe

prelimdnary results are highly consistent with the present data from our

older subjects. However, for the fir-it graders word uisplays were iesponded

to faster than the pseudoword displays. Them vere no differe:_7 s between

pseudoword and nonword displays. This pattern of results can be intei-

preted as indicating that whole word units are being used in the initial

encoding _tage priol to the use of smaller regular units such as spelling

tterns. In addition, as readthg skills increase, it would appear that

subjects begin to liSe these smaller perceptual un ts to facilitate the re-

cognition of orthographically regular letter strings.
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Mean response times in msec for word, pseudoword, and nonword

displays for each grade level.

Grade LevE1

Display Type

Words Pseudowords Nonwords

Kinderga _en 2128 2112 2104

Second grade 1258 1266 1301

Fourth grade 933 945 ..967

College 543 -553 568

12
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